System virtualization is a key enabling technology. However, existing virtualization techniques suffer from a significant limitation due to their limited cross-ISA support for emerging architecture-specific hardware extensions. To address this issue, we make the first attempt at hardware transactional memory (HTM), which has been supported by modern multi-core processors and used by more and more applications to simplify concurrent programming. In particular, we propose an efficient and scalable mechanism to support cross-ISA virtualization of HTMs. The mechanism emulates guest HTMs using host HTMs, and tries to preserve as much as possible the performance and the scalability of guest applications. Experimental results on STAMP benchmarks show that an average of 2.3X and 12.6X performance speedup can be achieved respectively for x86_64 and PowerPC64 guest applications on an x86_64 host machine. Moreover, it can attain similar scalability to the native execution of the applications.
Introduction
System virtualization has played a critical role in many important applications [4, 24, 37, 46, 68, 69, 73] . However, due to the rapid evolution of processor hardware, existing virtualization techniques suffer a fundamental limitation from the lack of or limited support for cross-ISA virtualization, particularly, in emerging ISA-specific hardware extensions. For example, Intel x86 provides transactional synchronization extensions (TSX) [36] to support transactional memory, and IBM POWER8 provides similar support but with different implementations [41] . In another example, to support more secure execution environments, Intel x86 provides software guard extensions (SGX) [34] , while ARM offers TrustZone [6] . And to a lesser extent, the SIMD instruction subsets have evolved across several different generations of the same ISA or different ISAs [5, 33, 35] .
Cross-ISA virtualization of these hardware extensions is essential to build a transparent, efficient, and secure virtualization environment. This is crucial for workload migration, isolation and consolidation across machines with different ISAs, which are increasingly populating existing cloud environment [8, 9, 60] . For instance, Amazon launched elastic compute cloud (EC2) instances powered by ARM processors in 2018 [1] . Therefore, it is imperative to enhance existing virtualization techniques for such hardware extensions. In this paper, we focus on hardware transactional memory (HTM), which has become a permanent part of many modern architectures, e.g., Intel's Haswell, Skylake, and IBM's POWER8 and zEnterprise EC12 (zEC12). As more and more applications are taking advantage of HTM [25, 51, 53, 55, 70, 72, 76] , virtualizing HTM across ISAs becomes necessary when such applications are migrated across machines with different HTM implementations.
Dynamic binary translation (DBT) is the cornerstone of cross-ISA virtualization [64] . In general, a DBT system can virtualize the execution environment of a guest machine on a physical host machine with a different ISA. By executing the host binary code translated from the guest binary code, the DBT system can emulate the functionality of the guest application on the host machine. Notable DBT systems include QEMU [11] , Transmeta [17] , IA-32 EL [7] , and Dolphin [2] . In fact, many dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) systems such as Intel Pin [44] , DynamoRIO [13] , and Valgrind [49] , also use techniques and infrastructures similar to DBTs even though their guest and host binaries are in the same ISA.
Due to the lack of efficient virtualization support for HTMs, most existing DBT systems suffer from poor efficiency and scalability. Figure 1 shows the scalability of the application genome from the STAMP benchmark suite [47] , using existing popular DBT/DBI systems 1 . Here, the host machine is a Quad-Core Intel Xeon E5-1620 v4, which supports Intel transactional synchronization extensions (TSX) [36] . We respectively emulate x86_64 and PowerPC64 guest binary code using QEMU-x86_64 and QEMU-ppc64le ("le" means the little-endian mode) running on the host machine. We also run Intel Pin and DynamoRIO on genome's x86_64 binary without any instrumentation. As shown in the figure, existing DBT and DBI systems cannot scale the performance for a guest application with HTMs in it. In this paper, we mainly focus on DBT systems. Additional work might be required to integrate our mechanism into existing DBI systems, but the main approach is the same.
To this end, this paper presents an efficient and scalable cross-ISA virtualization mechanism for HTMs. It leverages host HTMs to emulate guest HTMs by translating guest hardware transactions (HTs) into host HTs. A software-based emulation scheme is employed during the translation stage to reduce the abort-causing interferences from the translator to the translated host HTs (see §3 for more details). Several optimizations are explored to further reduce the abort ratios of the host HTs. A prototype of such a mechanism has been implemented in an extensively-used DBT system QEMU [11] . Experimental results on benchmarks from STAMP show that an average of 2.3X and 12.6X performance speedup can be achieved for x86_64 and PowerPC64 guest binaries on an x86_64 host machine, compared to the original QEMU without HTM support. Moreover, it can also attain similar scalability to the original native execution on the host machine.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• An effective cross-ISA HTM virtualization mechanism. We propose to emulate guest HTMs by leveraging host HTMs for improved performance and scalability. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort to virtualize HTMs across ISAs that leverages host HTMs. • A practical prototype implemented on a real DBT system. We implement the proposed mechanism using QEMU, which is a widely-used DBT system, to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of such a cross-ISA HTM virtualization mechanism. • Comprehensive experiments. We conduct a number of experiments on benchmarks from STAMP, which show that the emulation with HTM support can achieve a significant performance speedup and similar scalability to the native execution on the host machine. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background of HTM and DBT. Section 3 identifies the challenges to virtualize HTM in cross-ISA DBT systems. Section 4 presents our proposed HTM translation mechanism. Section 5 explains the implementation details. Section 6 shows the experimental results. Section 7 discusses related work. And Section 8 concludes the paper.
Background: HTM and DBT
Transactional memory (TM) is a concurrency control mechanism that attempts to ease concurrent programming, in particular, for synchronizing accesses to shared variables among threads using transactions, as well as to take advantage of the increasing number of cores for a higher performance.
Based on different implementations, TM can be classified into software transactional memory (STM) and hardware transactional memory (HTM). Compared to STM, HTM suffers much less performance overhead and is provided to programmers through an extension to existing ISAs. For instance, the Intel TSX provides three machine instructions: xbegin, xend, and xabort, to begin, end, and abort hardware transactions (HTs), respectively.
After a transaction is started, the hardware keeps track of memory loads and stores executed in this transaction, and detect access conflicts using its cache coherence protocol [48] . The granularity of the conflict detection is a cache line. If the same memory location is accessed by two concurrent transactions, and at least one of the accesses is a store, the transactions are in conflict and one of them is aborted. The aborted transaction is then rolled back to the beginning of the transaction and the execution is restarted. Although the interfaces of HTMs vary among different ISAs, the semantics are very similar. Next, we describe the semantics shared by most HTMs available in commodity processors.
Best-Effort HTM. It is important to note that, on today's off-the-shelf processors that support HTMs, the hardware 1: ret = HTM_begin; 2: if (ret == HTM_BEGIN_SUCCESSFULLY) { 3: if (htm_lock is not free) 4: HTM_abort; 5: /* transactional code */ 6: HTM_end; 7: } else { /* fallback path */ 8: acquire (htm_lock); 9: /* non-transactional code */ 10: release (htm_lock); 11: } Figure 2 . A software-defined fallback path is required to guarantee forward progress of HTM.
provides no guarantee that a transaction will eventually commit, i.e., hardware only supports a best-effort HTM. Programmers thus must always provide an alternative code sequence in the fallback path to guarantee forward progress. This is the main reason why existing DBT/DBI systems such as QEMU and Intel Pin can still emulate guest applications with HTMs even without using host HTM support. Figure 2 shows an example of how to program correctly with an HTM. In the example, HTM_begin delimits the start of an HT (line 1). If the transaction is started successfully, it begins to execute the code in the transaction (line 2). During the execution, the lock htm_lock, which is used in the fallback path to protect its non-transactional code (line [8] [9] [10] , is examined to see if it has been acquired (line 3). If yes, the transaction is aborted (line 4). Otherwise, the normal transactional code is executed (line 5). Note that it is necessary to track htm_lock in the transaction to synchronize its execution with the non-transactional code. Otherwise, inconsistent data could be accessed by the transaction. If the transaction is completed successfully, the execution results of the transaction are committed via HTM_end (line 6). During the execution of the transactional code (line 5), the transaction will abort if an access conflict is detected. When it aborts, the execution is rolled back to the beginning of the transaction (line 2). The condition in the if statement (line 2) will fail, and the execution will enter the fallback path (line 8), which is essentially a critical section protected by htm_lock. In practice, as mentioned in previous work [19, 70] , htm_lock is typically a coarse-grained lock to simplify the multi-thread programming. This is one of the main reasons why existing DBT/DBI systems cannot achieve scalable performance with an increased number of threads.
It is worth noting that, in the above example, there is only one try to the transaction. That is, the transactional code (line 5) is executed at most once, no matter whether the transaction is committed successfully or aborted. In practice, it is possible to retry the transaction multiple times to improve its chance of a successful commit. To this end, a branch Strong Atomicity. A TM implementation can provide two distinct atomicity semantics, i.e., weak atomicity and strong atomicity [45] . In weak atomicity semantics, transactions are atomic only with respect to other transactions, but not with the non-transactional code. That is, the execution of non-transactional code may interleave (and access the shared data) with a transaction. In contrast, strong atomicity semantics enforce atomicity with respect to both other transactions and non-transactional code. The example in Figure 3 illustrates the difference between them. As shown in the example, the execution of the transaction, which is surrounded by TM_begin and TM_end, can be interleaved with the non-transactional code in weak atomicity, and thus the outcome "r1 = 0, r2 = 1" is legal and observable. But, this outcome is not observable under a strong atomicity semantic because the execution of the transaction is atomic and cannot be interleaved with non-transactional code.
Although the strong atomicity is more intuitive than the weak atomicity from a programmer's perspective, most STM implementations in practice do not provide a strong atomicity semantic due to the significant overhead required to monitor memory accesses in non-transactional code. In contrast, HTM can leverage the cache coherence protocol to track memory accesses inside and outside of a transaction. As a result, HTM almost by default offers strong atomicity semantics, which makes HTM easier to program in addition to the potential benefit of higher performance.
Granularity of Conflict Detection. As existing HTMs leverage cache coherence protocols to detect access conflicts, the granularity of the conflict detection is by default a cache line. It is thus possible that two memory accesses to the same cache line can be detected as conflict even though they are not accessing the same memory location. This is also called false sharing or false conflict in previous work [42, 61] . Table 1 shows the granularity of conflict detection on different architectures that support HTM [48] . As shown in the table, different architectures employ different conflict detection granularities. For instance, the conflict detection granularity for Intel Haswell processors is 64 Bytes. Transaction Capacity. The transaction capacity is the maximum amount of memory data that can be accessed in a transaction without triggering an abort. For HTM, it is limited to the amount of the hardware resources available to keep track of memory accesses for conflict detection, and to buffer transactional stores. Table 1 also shows the transaction capacities of different architectures. In general, the load capacity is larger than the store capacity because stored data needs to be buffered to allow the recovery of the machine state in case the transaction is aborted.
Abort-Reason Code. To facilitate the debugging of an HTM program, hardware typically provides an abort-reason code to tell the reason why a transaction is aborted, such as a memory access conflict or a capacity overflow. It is a helpful hint that allows a program to determine whether to retry an aborted transaction or not. Table 1 shows the counts of abort reasons supported by different architectures. For example, Intel TSX supports 6 abort reasons, which are provided to the software through the EAX register.
Some Key Features in DBT. A DBT system dynamically translates binary code in its guest ISA and produces another binary code in its host ISA. The translated host binary code is stored in a software-managed code cache and can be reused in the same execution to mitigate the translation overhead.
In general, DBT systems translate a guest binary at the granularity of a basic block (or block for short), which is a sequence of guest instructions with only one entry and one exit [57] . After a block is translated, a user-level context switch will transfer the control from the translator to the generated code in the code cache. But, if the next block is not in the code cache, i.e., not translated yet, it will transfer the control back to the translator (via another user-level context switch) to translate the next block. Given the heavy performance overhead in such repeated context switches, each of which typically requires saving and restoring all host registers, the translated basic blocks are often chained together (a DBT optimization called block chaining) to allow the execution to stay within the code cache and reduce the number of context switches [29, 63] . Figure 4 gives a comparison between a native execution and a DBT emulation.
Issues and Challenges
Inspired by the observation that different implementations of HTM in different architectures have very similar semantics, we leverage the host HTM to virtualize the guest HTM in a DBT system. To this end, we translate a guest HT into a corresponding host HT and emulate the guest HT by executing the host HT. Although the idea is rather intuitive, there are still several significant challenges to put it into practice.
Time
Interference from DBT. A simple and intuitive HTM translation mechanism that requires no change to existing DBT framework is simply to translate guest transaction begin/end/abort instructions into corresponding host transaction begin/end/abort instructions. In fact, we did implement such a mechanism in an existing DBT system QEMU [11] . However, the experimental results show that almost all host HTs are aborted due to various reasons. After some investigation, we found most of the HTs are aborted during the binary translation phase. That is, the binary translator in the DBT system severely interferes with the host HTs.
There are typically three major reasons why the translator can abort a host HT. First, most of existing translators are not designed to work with HTs. They are not aware of the operations that are disallowed in an HT. For example, a translator can freely invoke system calls to allocate/deallocate memory during the translation process, which can cause an HT to abort persistently. Second, the host transaction capacity can be substantially exceeded due to undisciplined data accesses in existing translators. Third, to support multi-threaded guest applications, some DBT systems such as QEMU use multithreaded translators to support concurrent translation [15] . This can potentially increase HT aborts, especially when two translator threads are active in two concurrent transactions.
If a host HT is aborted due to the interference from the translator, it does not help to simply retry the HT. This is because all of the blocks translated in an aborted transaction are discarded and need to be re-translated, which will only trigger more aborts as the cause of the abort remains the same. It is obvious that existing binary translators need to be refactored to support HTM. A naïve solution is to translate all basic blocks, instead of one basic block at a time, in a guest HT before emulating them on the host machine. However, this is impractical due to two reasons. First, translating all basic blocks in a guest HT at a time is non-trivial and often impossible. It faces the same challenges as in a static binary translation such as the code discovery problem for ISAs that have variable-length instructions (e.g., x86), and indirect branches with unknown branch targets [14, 40] . Second, it could introduce a significant translation overhead, especially when the guest transaction has a very large code region and only a small portion of the code is executed at runtime. Such translation overhead is unacceptable to a DBT system. Therefore, to overcome the above challenges, we propose a new translation mechanism. In particular, the mechanism employs a software-based emulation when a host HT is aborted due to interference from the binary translator. The softwarebased emulation is used to dynamically translate basic blocks and also emulate the semantics of a guest HT when it is not fully translated yet. Since all of its blocks only need to be translated once, a partially translated guest HT can be executed until the next untranslated basic block is encountered. This way, we can reduce the interference from the translator and cut down the aborts substantially.
To preserve strong atomicity semantics in our softwarebased emulation, we dynamically instrument memory accesses in the guest HT to detect access conflicts from other concurrent transactions that are also in the software-based emulation. Moreover, we leverage the page protection mechanism to detect conflicts from other non-transactional code. See §4.2 for more details.
Block Translation. One new challenge that can arise from the above-mentioned software-based emulation is that the very mechanisms can now interfere with the execution of the host HT after the guest HT is fully translated. The instrumented code becomes unnecessary for the translated host HT since such conflicts can be detected automatically by the host HTM hardware. Even worse, the data used to track memory accesses by the instrumented code can exceed transaction capacity of the host HTM. A naïve solution is to check the DBT status each time the instrumented memory accesses are executed, and invoke the instrumented code only if the status is in the software-based emulation. However, this can introduce a significant overhead because such a check may have to be done at every memory access.
In contrast, we propose to generate two versions of host code for each block with memory accesses in a guest HT. One is instrumented for software-based emulation and the other is un-instrumented for hardware transactional execution after it is fully translated. Note, the un-instrumented host code can also be used for non-transactional execution, as a block can be executed both inside and outside of transactions, e.g., blocks in a library. We then enhance the existing block chaining mechanism to chain host code in the same version together for improved performance. See §4.1 for more details.
Indirect Branches. Guest indirect-branch instructions can lead to frequent context switching between the execution in the code cache and the execution in the binary translator, because the guest branch targets can only be resolved until the indirect branch instructions are dynamically emulated. Such context switching can cause a large number of host HT aborts that need to be reduced. To this end, optimizations such as shadow stacks [32, 38, 39] and indirect branch tables [30, 31] are developed to mitigate the overhead. Unfortunately, these optimizations are typically not designed for HTs, and thus are unaware of the constraints posed by the host HTM. Therefore, additional work is required to adapt these optimizations to transactional execution. More details can be found in §4.3.
Retry Strategy. So far, we only discuss how to handle a host HT abort due to interferences from the translator. However, if a host HT is aborted due to a conflict access to the guest data, it is unclear what should be done next. One option is to retry the host HT several times until it can no longer make further progress, and report the abort to the guest application for further action. The problem with this option is that it can result in an unfaithful emulation, as the corresponding guest HT can also be aborted due to the same conflict access running natively on a guest machine. Moreover, the additional retries could introduce additional performance overhead if the host HT is finally aborted. Instead, we use a straightforward but efficient retry strategy. Each time when an HT abort results from a conflict access to the guest data, we immediately report the abort to the guest application and let the guest application decide whether it is necessary to retry the transaction or not. The host abortreason code is translated to guest abort-reason code (i.e., a reverse translation) to provide the abort information for the guest application. More details can be found in §4.4. Figure 5 shows an overview of our mechanism. Before emulating a guest HT, we first check whether this guest HT ( 1 ) has been translated into a host HT or not ( 2 ) . If yes, the host transaction is executed ( 3 ) . Otherwise, the software-based emulation is invoked to translate and emulate the guest transaction ( 4 ) . If the host transaction is aborted ( 5 ), we need to check the abort reason to see if the abort is caused by the interference from the binary translator or not ( 6 ) . If yes, the software-based emulation is invoked to retry the transaction. 
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Otherwise, the abort is caused by the original guest application, we then report the abort reason to the guest application ( 7 ) . If the host HT is completed successfully, the emulation continues without interruption ( 8 ) . If an access conflict is detected during the software-based emulation ( 9 ), the emulation will be aborted and the abort reason is reported to the guest application. Otherwise, the emulation continues.
Binary Code Translation
There are two main purposes for the software-based emulation: 1) translating basic blocks in a guest HT to avoid the interference from the translator to the execution of the translated host HT; 2) emulating the guest transaction during the binary translation process. We focus on the first in this subsection, and the second in next subsection.
For each basic block in a guest HT that contains memory accesses, two versions of the host binary code are generated for this block. In one version, each memory access is instrumented for the conflict detection in the software-based emulation. In the other version, there is no instrumentation and is used for non-transactional and hardware transactional execution. To accommodate two versions of the host code, we enhance the block chaining scheme in existing DBT systems to chain host code with the same version together, as shown in Figure 6 . Each time when we need to chain host code of two guest blocks together, we respectively chain the host code with the same version of these two basic blocks together. Note that block chaining only happens in the software-based emulation or non-transactional execution because there will be no further translation/optimization in a host HT after all of its blocks are translated and chained together.
The correct emulation of atomic instructions is a key challenge for DBT systems [15, 71] , especially when the guest and the host ISAs have different atomic instructions. However, when an atomic instruction is executed in an HT with strong atomicity, it can be handled as a couple of normal memory access instructions because the HT has already guaranteed its atomic semantics. We can thus emulate a guest atomic instruction as a couple of normal memory access instructions during the software-based emulation. This can substantially simplify the emulation as there is no need to execute host atomic instructions during the emulation.
Software Emulation of Strong Atomicity
To correctly emulate the semantics of guest HTs, our softwarebased emulation needs to provide strong atomicity. We dynamically instrument memory accesses in guest HTs to detect conflicts between concurrent transactions. For potential conflicts between transactional code and non-transactional code, we try to detect them by leveraging page protection mechanism available in modern hardware. Note that there is no need to detect conflicts between software-based emulation and host HTs because hardware can automatically detect such conflicts and abort HTs when detected.
For each memory access in a guest HT, we dynamically instrument it to check if it conflicts with any memory access in concurrent transactions. To emulate such conflict detection on the guest hardware, the granularity of the conflict detection is set to the size of a guest cache line, e.g., 64 Bytes for Intel Haswell guest architecture. For the guest memory region that corresponds to a guest cache line, a lock is assigned to synchronize concurrent transactional accesses to this region. Each time such a guest memory region is accessed in a transaction, we perform the conflict detection (i.e., it is an eager conflict detection policy) by checking if there is any access to this region from other threads. If yes, we further compare the types (i.e., load or store) of these accesses because concurrent transactional loads from different threads are allowed. If no access conflict is detected, the access is granted and recorded for future conflict detection. Otherwise, we abort the software-based emulation of this transaction and report the abort reason to the guest application.
To detect potential access conflicts between transactional code and non-transactional code, our software-based emulation leverages page protection mechanism, which is available in modern commercial hardware. Specifically, each guest memory page is set to "read-only" when it is read in a transaction at the first time. A page access violation (through a page fault) will be triggered when a memory access in the non-transactional code tries to write this page. Such writes are delayed until the conflicted transactions are completed.
Besides, for each guest memory region accessed in a transaction that corresponds to a guest cache line, a buffer is allocated to keep the results of stores in the transaction to avoid modifying the original memory locations directly. These buffered store results will be committed to their original memory locations if the transaction completes successfully, or discarded if the transaction is aborted. To guarantee the consistency in the commit process, all original (virtual) pages modified in the transaction are set to "non-readable" before the commit. We employ a rather commonly-used parallel mapping technique to remap a new "writable" (virtual) page for each modified (virtual) page to the same physical page [18, 27, 50] . This allows two virtual pages with different protection settings, one with "non-readable" and the other with "writable," to be mapped to the same physical page. We can then commit the buffered store results through the new "writable" (virtual) page while the original "non-readable" (virtual) page can protect it from accesses in non-transactional code. This way, we can avoid access conflicts between transactional code and non-transactional code during the commit of buffered store results.
Handling Indirect Branches
To enhance the performance of supporting guest indirect branches, several optimizations have been adopted in DBT systems, e.g., using a shadow stack [32, 38, 39] and an indirect branch table [30, 31] . However, additional work is required to adapt them to the transactional execution.
Shadow Stack. A shadow stack is mainly used to support guest return instructions. The basic idea is to push the guest return address and its corresponding host code address to the shadow stack at a guest call instruction. When a return is encountered, the return address on the shadow stack is popped, and compared with the return address on the guest stack because it may be altered during the execution. If they match, the execution can be transferred to the host address saved on the shadow stack. To this end, additional host code is generated to maintain the pointer of the shadow stack. Unfortunately, this could potentially introduce additional pressure on a transaction's store capacity and result in unexpected transaction aborts. To handle this issue, we allocate the shadow stack with a fixed offset from the guest stack [16] and access it using the guest stack pointer with the fixed offset. Thus, the shadow stack pointer can be eliminated. Table. Each entry of the table is a pair of guest address and its corresponding host address. Initially, the table is empty. An entry is inserted when an indirect branch target is missed from the table. Each time an entry is hit, the table is updated to reduce the next lookup time. Obviously, this design may not be appropriate for transactional execution due to its frequent updates. Instead, we use a simple but effective approach that updates the table only from the outside of host HTs, i.e., after successful host HTs. This way, we can attain its benefit without introducing additional pressure on the store capacities of host HTs.
Indirect Branch
Note we only place the address of the un-instrumented version of the host binary code to the shadow stack and the indirect branch table to speedup the transactional execution. That is, such indirect branch optimizations are bypassed in our software-based emulation. Figure 7 shows how to emulate a guest transaction begin instruction using the host transaction begin instruction. Specifically, when a host transaction is aborted (line 4) and the abort reason is not due to the binary translator (line 7), we report the abort to the guest application and let it decide whether to retry the transaction or not (line 9). This simple retry strategy enables us to achieve not only a faithful emulation of a guest HTM from the perspective of an HT abort but also an efficient emulation, as will be shown in §6.1.
Retry Strategy and Abort Translation
To facilitate the guest application to make a retry decision, we provide the abort reason of the host HT (in a coded number) to the guest application. Due to different kinds of abort reasons supported by different architectures, as shown in Table 1 , we need to translate the host abort-reason code into the corresponding guest abort-reason code (line 8 in Figure 7 ). For instance, when an HT is aborted, the Intel Haswell processor tells the software if the transaction is likely to succeed on a retry. In contrast, the IBM POWER8 architecture informs the software that if the transaction abort is persistent, i.e., the abort is likely to recur on each execution. Obviously, these two abort reasons can be translated into each other albeit with an opposite semantic. This way, most of the key abort reasons can be translated between different architectures. However, there are still some abort reasons that are only supported by specific architectures. For example, IBM POWER8 provides an abort reason that tells if a transaction abort is due to an instruction fetched from a memory location that was written previously in a transaction. Though such abort reasons are rarely used in practice, we translate them into abort reasons that have relatively similar semantics.
Implementation
We have implemented the proposed HTM virtualization mechanism on QEMU [11] . The implementation takes x86-64 and PowerPC64 (with the little-endian mode) as the guest ISAs and x86-64 as the host ISA. The guest transaction instructions are translated into helper function calls, which are regularly used in QEMU to translate complicated guest instructions, e.g., floating-point instructions, to invoke corresponding host transaction instructions. Figure 9 . Abort ratios and reasons of host hardware transactions in native execution and on QEMU with proposed HTM virtualization mechanism. NA: native execution, QX: QEMU-x86_64-htm, QP: QEMU-ppc64le-htm.
In order to simplify our implementation, an explicit host transaction abort instruction with a specific abort code is issued when a basic block is required to be translated during the execution of host HTs. The abort instruction is used to indicate that this transaction abort is caused by the request of the translation. The instrumentation of the transactional memory accesses for the conflict detection in the softwarebased emulation is implemented at the TCG Op level, which is the intermediate representation used by QEMU for retargetable binary translation. Because there is no support for indirect branches in the original QEMU, we added the shadow stack and indirect branch table optimizations in our prototype. For each basic block ending with a guest function call instruction, we translate the block at the return address (which is known at the translation time) immediately after the translation of the current block to obtain the address of the translated host code. In addition, the indirect branch table is implemented as a hash table using the lowest ten bits of the guest address as the hash key.
Experimental Results
To evaluate our HTM virtualization mechanism, we compare the implemented prototype with the original QEMU. The experimental results of existing popular DBI systems, including Intel Pin [44] and DynamoRIO [13] , are also included for reference. The system configurations we used in the evaluation are listed as follows:
• Native: native execution of the host binaries compiled from the source code on the host machine. • Pin: execution of the native host binaries using Intel Pin without any instrumentation. • DynamoRIO: execution of the native host binaries using DynamoRIO without any instrumentation. • QEMU-x86_64/ppc64le: emulation of the guest binaries using QEMU on the host machine. • QEMU-x86_64/ppc64le-ib: emulation of the guest binaries using QEMU with the indirect branch optimizations on the host machine. • QEMU-x86_64/ppc64le-htm: emulation of the guest binaries using QEMU with the indirect branch optimizations and our HTM virtualization on the host machine. Our evaluation uses the STAMP benchmark suite [47] , which has been used widely to evaluate various TM implementations. The version of STAMP is an updated version of 0.9.10 [48] , which has fixed nonessential transaction aborts in the original version for four benchmarks: genome, intruder, kmeans, and vacation. Each configuration mentioned above is evaluated with all benchmarks in the STAMP benchmark suite, except three benchmarks: bayes, labyrinth, and yada for QEMU-ppc64le(-ib/htm) due to random errors in the original QEMU when we run those three benchmarks with multiple threads on the host machine. In addition, we use the default parameters as specified in the README files of STAMP. For benchmarks kmeans and vacation, there are two sets of parameters corresponding to low and high contention among concurrent transactions, respectively. We use kmeans-low/high and vacation-low/high to denote them. The host machine is equipped with a Quad-Core 3.5 GHz Intel Xeon E5-1620 v4 processor. The private L1 D-Cache and I-Cache are both 32 KB, the private L2 Cache is 256 KB, and the shared L3 Cache is 10 MB. The cache line size is 64 Bytes. The main memory is 32 GB, and the operating system is Ubuntu 16.04 with Linux-4.4.0. The host machine is set up exclusively to run the evaluated benchmarks. Also, each benchmark is run five times and their arithmetic means are used to reduce the influence of random factors. Figure 8 shows the normalized execution time of each benchmark with its native execution time as the baseline. Here, the number of threads is four, which is the maximum number of physical cores on the host machine. As shown in the figure, we can improve performance for most of the benchmarks. For vacation-low, the speedup can be as high as 38 .9X for Pow-erPC64 guest binaries. But, for some benchmarks, e.g., bayes, labyrinth, and yada, there is no noticeable performance improvement. This is because these benchmarks suffer very high transaction abort ratios in their original guest binaries, which can significantly offset the performance gained from our mechanism. Compared to the original QEMU, an average of 2.3X and 12.6X speedup are achieved for x86_64 and Pow-erPC64 guest binaries, respectively. This gives a favorable indication on the efficiency of our mechanism.
Performance
As shown in Figure 8 , QEMU-ppc64le suffers a significant performance overhead compared to the native execution, i.e., 97.2X on average. As discussed earlier, it is because it does not utilize the host's HTM support. It has to emulate the fallback paths defined by the guest application, which typically employ a coarse-grained lock to guarantee the atomicity. Even worse, QEMU emulates PowerPC64 atomic instructions by stopping all concurrent threads to achieve the atomicity semantics. This is the most straightforward way to emulate atomic instructions supported by PowerPC64 on an x86-64 host with a different set of atomic instructions [15] . In contrast, with our mechanism, the fallback paths can be mostly avoided by emulating guest HTs with the host HTM. Another interesting observation from Figure 8 is that existing popular DBI systems, such as Intel Pin and DynamoRIO, also suffer high performance overhead even without any instrumentation, i.e., 2.6X and 2.3X, respectively. More investigation is required to enhance the performance of these DBI systems. Figure 8 also shows that indirect branch optimizations can achieve good performance improvement for most of the benchmarks. But, such optimizations only aim to optimize the performance of a single thread, and thus cannot scale up as the number of threads increases. Figure 9 shows the abort ratios of host HTs in native execution and QEMU with our mechanism. Note the missed bars for bayes, labyrinth, and yada are due to the random errors in original QEMU for PowerPC64 guest binaries. As shown, for some benchmarks, e.g., genome and ssca2, we achieve similar or slightly higher abort ratios. This is because of the additional memory accesses added in the translated host code. For instance, QEMU uses a set of host memory locations to emulate the guest's register file. It maintains their consistency at the boundaries of basic blocks. This can potentially result in additional access conflicts and transaction capacity overflows. Thus, developing more optimizations with a smaller memory footprint and fewer memory accesses to bring down the abort ratios is part of our future work. Interestingly, Figure 9 shows for some benchmarks, e.g., kmeans-low/high and vacation-low/high, the transaction abort ratios of QEMU with our mechanism are lower than the native execution. A possible explanation is that the emulation in QEMU can change the original thread interleaving behavior, and thus avoids part of the concurrent execution that creates transaction conflicts. Figure 9 also shows that, with our mechanism, QEMU shares a similar distribution of abort reasons as the native execution. Moreover, the number of transaction aborts caused by binary translation is negligible. Figure 11 . Performance impact of software-based emulation (SBE) and indirect branch optimizations (IB). Figure 10 shows the normalized number of dynamically executed host HTs, including successful and aborted, with the corresponding number in native execution as the baseline. For most benchmarks, a similar number of host HTs are executed in QEMU with our mechanism compared to native execution. But for some benchmarks such as kmeanslow/high, fewer host HTs are executed by QEMU with our HTM mechanism. One possible reason is the higher transaction success ratios (as shown in Figure 9 ) can reduce the number of HT retries by the guest application after an abort. Table 2 shows the percentages of dynamically emulated guest transactions in software-based emulation. As expected, for most benchmarks less than 1% of guest transactions are emulated using the software-based emulation. In another word, most of the guest HTs are emulated by host HTs after the translation. In addition, the abort ratio of software-based emulation for most benchmarks is less than 12%.
We also look into the impact of the software-based emulation and the indirect branch optimizations on the performance of the proposed HTM virtualization mechanism using QEMU-x86_64-htm. In this study, we individually disable the software-based emulation and the indirect branch optimizations in QEMU-x86_64-htm and observe the changes of the performance. Figure 11 shows the experimental results. Here, the execution time of the original QEMU, i.e., QEMU-x86_64, is used as the baseline. As shown in the figure, without the software-based emulation and the indirect branch optimizations, the performance degrades substantially due to the frequent transaction aborts. In fact, almost all of the host HTs are aborted due to the interference of the translator to the host HTs, as explained before. In contrast, the performance can be improved with the help of the software-based emulation and the indirect branch optimizations. But, they must work together to achieve a better performance.
Finally, we study the impact of retry strategies on the proposed HTM virtualization mechanism. In this study, we vary the number of retries when a host HT is aborted not due to the translator before reporting it to the guest application (see §4.4), and observe the performance changes. Two benchmarks are employed to conduct the study: genome and intruder. Figure 12 shows the results. The baseline is the execution time without a retry if not caused by the translator. As shown in the figure, the performance decreases substantially as the number of retries increases. In particular, 4.7X slowdown can be observed for QEMU-x86_64-htm when emulating intruder with 20 retries for each aborted host HT not caused by the translator. This demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of our simple retry strategy. Figure 13 shows the scalability results of different evaluation configurations as the number of threads increases. Note that all threads are running on different physical cores. Here, each evaluation configuration uses its corresponding single-threaded performance as the baseline. For example, the speedup of QEMU-x86_64 is calculated using the performance of QEMU-x86_64 running the single-threaded guest application as the baseline. Hence, all lines in the figure start from (1, 1) . As shown in the figure, the original QEMU, i.e., QEMU-x86_64, suffers extremely poor scalability. As discussed before, the main reason is that QEMU has to emulate the fallback paths defined by the guest application.
Scalability
With the proposed HTM virtualization mechanism, many benchmarks can gain a significantly improved emulation scalability, e.g., genome, ssca2, and vacation-low/high, which can be very close to the native execution. Some benchmarks, e.g., labyrinth and yada, are hard to scale up even in their original guest applications [48, 74] . Overall, the proposed mechanism can effectively improve the emulation scalability of QEMU for scalable guest HTM applications.
Related Work
Due to the large performance overhead needed to monitor memory accesses in non-transactional code, most of STMs only preserve weak atomicity [20-23, 26, 28, 62] . They typically require programmers to avoid accessing shared data used in transactions from non-transactional code regions. Some other STMs leverage static analyses to detect conflict accesses in non-transactional code and protect them using Figure 13 . Scalability of individual benchmarks with different system configurations.
critical sections [59, 75] or synchronize them with transactional accesses using barriers [12, 54, 56] . However, most of them rely on a not-accessed-in-transaction (NAIT) analysis, which makes it hard to apply for binaries because the NAIT analysis relies on source code analyses to determine what memory locations are never accessed inside transactions, allowing the schemes to skip protection for these locations. A hardware mechanism was proposed to assist STMs to achieve strong atomicity [10] . It provides access protection on each cache line, and thus can detect conflicts at a finer granularity. Similar approaches at the page level were also used in previous work to preserve strong atomicity semantics for transactions [3] and lock-based critical sections [52] . But, static program analysis is still required to reduce the overhead introduced by potential conflicts in non-transactional code. In contrast, the software-based emulation in our mechanism is used mainly to perform the binary translation, and most of the guest HTs are actually emulated by the host HTs.
Pico [15] proposes a design for a scalable DBT system that enables efficient emulation of multi-core guests on multi-core hosts. It even leverages the host HTM to efficiently emulate guest atomic instructions. However, it does not address the issue of how to emulate guest HTM in such a DBT system, which is the main focus of this paper.
In addition, there are several schemes proposed to optimize DBT systems [43, 58, [65] [66] [67] 77] . Basically, our HTM virtualization mechanism can cooperate with these optimizations to further improve the emulation performance.
Conclusion
Due to the limited cross-ISA support for emerging architecturespecific hardware extensions, existing virtualization techniques suffer from poor performance and scalability when emulating guest applications that take advantage of these hardware features. This paper addresses this limitation with the focus on HTM. In particular, we propose an efficient and scalable cross-ISA virtualization mechanism for HTM, which leverages host HTMs to emulate guest HTMs by translating guest HTs into host HTs. A software-based emulation scheme is employed to reduce the abort-causing interferences from the translator to host HTs. A prototype based on such a mechanism has been implemented on QEMU. Experimental results on benchmarks from STAMP demonstrate that this mechanism can achieve 2.3X and 12.6X speedup for x86_64 and PowerPC64 guest binaries, respectively, on an x86_64 host machine. Moreover, it can attain similar scalability to the original native execution on the host machine.
